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PRODUCT LINE CARD

Techni-Lux Premium Product Lines
Manufactures quality light fixtures for the theatre,
T.V., film, stage/studio and photographic industries.
Ellipsoidals, fresnels, and fluorescent cool lights are
among its many products; also grip equipment and
stands.
High quality fog and haze fluids manufactured by
Techni-Lux, Inc. The Elite series are formulations of
U.S.P. high purity materials listed as non-hazardous.
Users of Elite report satisfaction and continued use
with many common fog machines using water and
oil-based fluids.
German company founded in 2008 by a team of specialists of the event industry that developed a new
generation high-quality lighting technology for the
professional market such as LED lighting devices
and innovative iOS DMX controller for TV, theater
and events.
InFocus® Corporation digital displays are an innovation in the visual communication market by helping
people communicate, collaborate, create, and be
more effective in meetings, presentations, classrooms, and offices world wide.
The leading manufacturer of dimming systems and
DMX controllers in Taiwan, with many international
hotel chains to its credit. They offer high quality with
many features and high performance specifications.
Chasers and switch packs are also among the assortment of power controls.

Totally integrated lighting and show control from a computer. Artist is the next generation of ShowCAD, the industry standard.
Italian company with many of innovation, design and
manufacturing experience producing RGBWA LED and
CYM lighting fixtures for architectural and show lighting
installations.
Swefog is a leading Swedish manufacturer of fog and
haze machines. The Ultimate 3000 and XEON Intellahazer hazers produce some of the cleanest, highest
quality haze in the industry.
Italian manufacturer of theatre lighting, fixtures and equipment for stages and shows, architectural lighting, exhibition lighting and lights to create scenographies in swimming pools and fountains.
Ultra-Gel is a full line of high quality color media (gel filters). Over 380 colors to choose from, coated on both
sides, high color stability, flame retardant, wide range of
filters, batch to batch uniformity and cross-references to
other standards.
UNISSON Structures truss and tower systems provide
standard or custom truss solutions for rigging and stage
systems.
Manufacturer and distributor of professional and specialty
lighting products, lamps, accessories. Manufacturer of
Elite fog and haze fluids.

One of the oldest Italian manufacturers of disco lighting with many original designs still in high demand.
LAMPO offers high quality centerpieces, intelligent
effect lighting products, a complete line of architectural projectors for indoor/outdoor use and LED technology.

Additional Product Lines Techni-Lux Distributes

Techni-Lux

Manufacturer of lighting fixtures, accessories, distribution, and effects for theatrical, architectural, and
film and video lighting.

BenQ America Corp. is a leading innovator of visual display solutions offering an extensive line of projectors,
monitors, and digital displays.

Apollo Design Technology, Inc., best custom and
standard gobos, Smart Color® scrollers ,Smart
Move® rotators, Apollo Gel, pattern holders, donuts,
gel tubes and much more.

BlissLights™, Inc. is an innovative lighting company
which designs and manufactures optical laser products
that create an explosion of pin-points of light.
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ChamSys' mission is to utilise the latest technology
to bring developments to the lighting console market
with the ultimate aim of high performance at low cost
with high reliability.
Clay Paky S.p.A. is a developer of professional
lighting systems for the entertainment sector and for
architectural applications.
GE Lighting Division Manufacturer of lamps/light
bulbs. Products include: LED, Incandescent, HID,
Halogen, Fluorescent, Stage and Studio, Compact
Fluorescent, Miniature, Sealed beam and Projection.
Hubbell Wiring Device-Kellems provides Hubbell
Floor Boxes and Recessed Outlets to meet your
Power Delivery System needs via Twist Locking
Plugs and Kellems Wire Management Grips
Interactive Technologies is a world-class producer of
professional lighting controls for the Architectural, Entertainment, Stage and Studio markets.
LEDVANCE with the SYLVANIA brand, is a worldwide
leader in innovative lighting products as well as intelligent and connected lighting solutions.
Leprecon, a provider of lighting control, dimming and
interfacing solutions for the performance industry.
Da-Lite has screens for virtually every need, from motorized front projection to fixed frame and rear projection units. Other accessories include fold-up portable
screens, carts, stands and monitor mounts.
Duracell Inc. is the world's leading manufacturer and
marketer of high-performance alkaline batteries and
other consumer batteries.
Eiki, offers a complete line of LCD , DLP video and
multi-format projectors which are among the most
powerful projection devices today.
Elasco Products offers the most durable cable protection system and products such as cable protector
and wire covers.
The GaffGun is a floor tape dispenser developed by
the Seattle-based company GaffTech.
Gantom Lighting & Controls® caters to the themed
attraction industry, specializes in LED illumination in
low-light and space constrained environments where
traditional theatrical luminaires are not suitable.
Leviton is a North American manufacturer of electrical wiring devices, data center connectivity solutions
and lighting energy management systems.
LEX electrical products provide studio and location
power distribution needs. Line includes PowerHouse
portable power distribution boxes, wireways and
switch boxes.
The flexible LED and halogen Gooseneck lamps
are manufactured in the U.S.A. by CAE, Inc. These
gooseneck task lights are perfect for entertainment,
home, auto, office, and OEM use.
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Lycian Stage Lighting manufactures followspots
Also the only company to utilize Quartz/halogen,
HTI, HMI and Xenon as a light source.
Supplier of Specialty Wiring Devices, Twist Locking Plugs, Connectors, and all black connectors for
theatrical use. Advanced Devices manufacture the
quality Bates® stage-pins, Group 5® stagepins and
CL-Series® “weather-proof” cam-type connectors.
Matthews Studio Equipment is a supplier of "GRIP"
equipment to the international motion picture and
television production industries.
Mighty Bright® is your portable LED light specialist:
book lights, eReader lights, music lights, craft lights
and magnifiers that run on batteries and AC adapter.
Motion Laboratories is a full service fabrication and
assembly facility based in New York that produces
high quality portable electrical power distribution
systems, electric chain hoist control systems, weight
monitoring systems, metering equipment, testing
equipment and cable assemblies.
Neutrik® designs, manufactures and markets
audio, video, fiber optic and industrial connectors
and interconnect systems.
OPTI are one of the Worlds leading innovators of
Effects Lighting and Structural Trussing Systems.
Opti-Kinetics manufactures professional, versatile
gobo projectors. Opti-Trilite manufactures sturdy
aluminum truss.
Optoma Corporation is a Taiwanese[citation
needed] company specializing in the design and
manufacture of projectors, digital cinema, laser
projectors, LED projectors, DLP projectors, interactive projectors, image processing equipment and
software, projection mapping, digital signage and
retail solutions, and professional audio products.
OSRAM is a worldwide leader in specialty lighting,
semiconductors and lighting solutions & systems.
Manufacturer of DMX data communication products
for the entertainment lighting industry.
Manufacturer and converter of pressure sensitive
tapes and also produce self adhesive tapes for
Graphic and Specialty Arts, industrial and electrical
applications.
Professional LED lighting and Lighting Control Solutions for Entertainment and Architecture.
Leading global manufacturer of creative solutions
including LED fixtures, backdrops, color filters, gobos, fog effects, scenic products and dance floors.
Equipment, software and products for theatre, film,
television and architectural environments.
GAM Products, a division of ROSCO, manufactures
and distributes worldwide a variety of lighting products for motion picture, photography, television, theatre, display, amusement parks and other specialty
applications.
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SGM is a Danish company that develops, manufactures and markets world leading LED lighting systems
for touring, entertainment, install and architectural.
Showtec, part of the Netherlands company Highlite
International, is widely used to create stunning lighting and effects shows on stage and dance floor with
light effects, movingheads, blinders, controllers and
much more.

Signify is the new company name of Philips
Lighting. Signify is the world leader in connected
LED products, systems, and services.
Soraa is the world’s leading developer of solid-state
lighting technology built on pure gallium nitride substrates, commonly referred to as GaN on GaN™. Only
Soraa uses a pure GaN crystal to create simply perfect light. Soraa offers its LED products for outdoor,
residential, retail, museum/gallery, restaurant, and
hospitality applications.
Stage Ninja® is a manufacturer of retractable cable
reels and custom cable reels for nearly all applications, including robot, pendant, industrial, stage,
touring, classroom, office, medical and more. Stage
Ninja® also manufactures high quality mounts for
microphones, phones, tablets, cameras, action cameras, and more.
STAGEMAKER® Electric chain hoist are manufactured by R&M Materials Handling, Inc., for the entertainment industry.
SWISSON supplies worldwide the entertainment and
industrial market with top edge technology products,
providing innovative solutions and outstanding added
value. The range of solutions are focus on high quality
data and power distribution.
USHIO offers a full spectrum of light source solutions
including lamps, LEDs, lasers, drivers, systems and
services.
Wildfire Lighting & Visual Effects manufactures highoutput black light fixtures and paints for the entertainment industry and artists all over the world.
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